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Executive Summary
The Panel is in broad agreement with the vision encapsulated in the Digital Markets Act (DMA). Many
important details are still open to discussion, and this report offers economic arguments that c an m ake th e
DMA stronger when dealing with large and dominant digital platforms.
Gatekeepers and their obligations. The traditional competition policy a pp roac h b as ed o n (i) market
definition, (ii) assessment of market power and (iii) design, if necessary, of adequate remedies, is difficult and
too slow to implement in the digital space. In this context, the Panel agrees that absolute size th re sho lds in
the Commission’s approach to defining a gatekeeper, and the quasi-auto matic im pos ition of g atekeeper
obligations, make more sense. Moreover, some vagueness in the de finition o f pla tform s a nd ope rating
systems may be a necessary cost to allow the Commission some flexibility.
The Panel proposes a refinement of the Commission’s two-pronged approach to regulation (Articles 5 and 6).
The idea is to create (a) a black list of forbidden behaviours to which only e xtre me c ons id eratio ns wo uld
justify an exception; and (b) a grey list of practices which are in principle considered anti-competitive b ut for
which a pro-competitive justification is possible, with the gatekeeper bearing the bu rden of pro of for th at
efficiency defence.
Tying, bundling, and self-preferencing. The Panel proposes that self-preferencing be c ons id ered illegal
(i.e., black listed), whereas tying and bundling be included in the set of presumed anti-competitive pra ctices
for which gatekeepers can present an efficiency defence (e.g., grey list practices).
Advertising. Online targeted advertising is a very concentrated market that is also very opaque. Articles 5(g)
and 6(f) focus on transparency, which is certainly very helpful. However these articles do not s eem to focu s
enough neither on structural problems (e.g. several layers o f the “open dis play” a d te ch c h ain), n or o n
behavioural features such as exclusive distribution of inventory through one’s o wn tec h s tac k o r limiting
interoperability with rival tech intermediaries.
App stores. App stores generate value by providing a venue where supply and demand can meet to transact.
In addition, they can provide quality and security assurance as well as a better u ser e xperien ce. Ho wever,
prices that app stores are able to charge suggest they are able to capture supra-normal shares of transaction
revenues. In particular, app stores capture aftermarket revenues including renewal fees. These high prices are
the direct result of customer and supplier lock-in; once consumers choose a platform, there a re n o re alistic
alternatives for multi-homing. Notably, regulations can foster competition or engage in direct p rice c on trol.
The challenge with competition, however, is that the benefits o f a h igh ly liq uid market o f h igh -q ua lity
applications might be lost. To address potential consumer harm, the Panel endorses the relevant obliga tions ,
as they apply to app stores, contained in Articles 5 and 6. For example, Article 5(b) allows busines s u s ers to
promote offers to end users outside the core platform service, and Article 5(c) allo ws en d u sers to ac cess
content, subscriptions and other features through other channels than th e c ore pla tform se rvic es o f th e
gatekeeper.
Data sharing. The DMA imposes data sharing obligations in order to reduce gatekeepers’ exclus ive c on trol
over the data they collect. These obligations seek to eliminate market d isto rtions ins id e th e pla tfo rm,
including self-preferencing and information asymmetries between the platform and its business users, as well
as distortions between competing platforms. All of the remedies entail trade-offs between costs and benefits
of data-driven network effects. Many involve providing users with a right to download th eir d ata . Be cau se
data portability runs into a number of technical, legal a nd ec ono mic ob sta cles , th e Pane l exp lores an
alternative to data portability which would be to grant individuals in-situ rights to access end user d a ta. Th e
obligations that grant business users access to their own interaction data with end users imply that
gatekeepers are still the unique beneficiary of the social value of the insights generated through eco nomies
of scale and scope in data aggregation across businesses and end users. The Panel n otes th a t req uiring a
more detailed disclosure would put the platform’s entire business user activity dataset in the public d omain.
Alternatively, the data could be shared after some degree of aggregation a nd m as king . Th e c ost o f su ch
pooling is a reduction in the value of the data.
Mergers and acquisitions. Acquisitions of small firms by large gatekeepers may serve different pu rpos es,
including pre-empting a potential competitor (anti-competitive effect) and complementing an exis ting a s set
with a new product (pro-competitive effect). There are also important effects on innovation, both in nova tio n
by new start-ups and by the incumbent gatekeepers. This variety of situations, which is illu stra ted b y the
extensive list of GAFAM (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft) acquisitions since 2000, su gg ests
that merger policy is a complex issue. One thing however seems clear: the traditional criteria for re viewing
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and deciding on a merger have little bite in the digital space. The Panel notes that, apart from the oblig ation
to notify any mergers, the DMA says very little about mergers initiated by gatekeepers.
Enforcement. Information asymmetries between competition authorities and firms typically concern all three
steps of a classical competition case analysis: market definition, firm conduct, and remedies. The DMA polic y
proposal addresses this information gap by replacing the trad itio nal, o ften tim e c ons uming thre e -s tep
competition law procedure, by one single step. Once simple threshold values on turnover and u se r nu mbers
are used to designate a platform as a gatekeeper, all of the obligations of A rticles 5 a nd 6 a pply to the
gatekeeper, with very limited exemptions provided in Articles 8 and 9. Hence, for the Commission there is n o
need anymore (i) to study user substitution patterns in order to delineate markets, (ii) to analyse th e effec ts
of a firm’s particular conduct or its purpose, and (iii) to design appropriate remedies. This significantly reduces
the information requirements for the Commission. Hence, the proposed DMA will s ignific antly re du ce th e
Commission’s information disadvantage, as the designation of g a teke epers requ ires lim ite d a nd e as ily
verifiable information only and remedies or obligations will be imposed quasi-automatically.
With respect to compliance the DMA includes several investigative powers for the Commission, most no tably
on-site inspections with access to data and algorithms. In addition, Article 24 appears to provide rather broad
powers to the Commission to undertake “the necessary actions to monitor the effective implementation an d
compliance with the obligations”, including the appointment of extern al e xperts a nd a u ditors . Th e Panel
suggests that this may include embedding rotating auditing teams within the platforms tha t ma y co ndu ct
behavioural experiments to evaluate the algorithm and use of the data.
Fairness. The Panel generally agrees with the FRAND provisions of th e DMA, bu t no tes th a t the prec is e
definitions of fairness and the means to measure it have not been provided. Operationalising FRAND a cces s
might be attained or improved by legal and technical separation of vertical services on top of a platform from
the infrastructure at the bottom in which equivalent terms of access are published and adh ered to b oth by
the platform as gatekeeper and third-party producers. Access to markets and access to market data can then
be made symmetric for producers and gatekeepers alike. As a measure of success, the traditional c ons umer
welfare standard used in Europe and the US may not be adequa te a s it a s sum es a two -pa rty b ilate ral
exchange. By contrast, gatekeepers mediate a three-party trilateral exchange. The latter offers the possibility
to exploit one side of a market and subsidise another, suggesting a more balanced producer a nd c on sum er
welfare standard is warranted. Measurement might then proceed by identifying several for ms o f h arm an d
using choice experiments to assess values more precisely.
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Abstract
Over the last years, several reports highlighted the market power of very large o nline pla tform s th at are
gatekeeping intermediaries between businesses and consumers, and the difficulty for c las sic c omp etitio n
policy tools to deal effectively with anti-competitive practices in these platforms. In re sp ons e to this , th e
European Commission recently published a proposal for a Digital Markets Act (DMA) to complement e xisting
competition policy tools by means of ex-ante obligations for platforms. This report presents an inde pend ent
economic opinion on the DMA, from a high-level Panel of Economic Experts, established by the JRC and based
on existing economic research and evidence. The Panel endorses the vision encapsulated in the DMA, including
the designation of large gatekeeper platforms and a series of ex-ante obligations they should co mply with .
The Panel points out the challenge of striking a balance between the benefits from network effects o f larg e
platforms and the potential negative effects from anti-competitive behaviour and winner-ta kes -a ll ma rke t
forces in online services. While some types of anti-competitive b ehaviou r a re well -kno wn fro m c lass ic
competition cases, data-driven multi-sided platforms have found new wa ys o f tyin g, b un dling an d s elf preferencing that present new challenges. The report explores these behaviours in specific settings, including
in online advertising and mobile ecosystems. It discusses ways to use valuable data gathered b y p latforms
for pro-competitive purposes and the wider benefit of society in o rder to a ch ieve a h igh er s tand ard of
fairness in the distribution of the social value generated by large platforms. Information asymmetry between
platforms and regulators remains an issue in the effective implementation of the obligations.
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1

Introduction

On 15 December 2020, the European Commission published a proposal for a Regulation to en sure fa ir and
contestable Digital Markets1. This new policy tool aims to address th e c ha llenges p osed by la rg e on lin e
platforms with significant network effects that act as gatekeepers in the digital economy 2:
“There is wide consensus concerning the benefits for c on su mers and inn ovation, and a wide -range o f
efficiencies, brought about by online platforms in the European Union’s internal market. However, wh ile over
10 000 such online platforms operate in Europe’s digital economy, and mo st o f th ese are SME s, a s mall
number of very large online platform companies capture the biggest shares o f th e value. As g atekeepe rs
between businesses and citizens they benefit from strong network effects. Some of these exercise control over
whole platform ecosystems that are essentially impossible to contest by existing or new market o perators ,
irrespective of how innovative and efficient they may be.”
Several reports 3 have highlighted the economic power of very large online platforms that are gatekeepers fo r
many businesses and consumers to access the digital economy. They are online in termed iaries th a t brin g
together people or undertakings looking for information, transactions and social interaction: buyers , s ellers ,
advertisers, software producers and users, ancillary service providers, etc. Intermediary platforms come with a
number of economic characteristics that distinguish them from traditional firms4. They are “inverted” firms 5
that have access to very large datasets. They can bundle a broad range of digital service s into a se amles s
data-driven offer that enables them to expand their re ac h in to a dja cent m arkets . Th e co mbina tion o f
economies of scale and scope, network effects, zero pricing, consumer behavioural biases, create new market
dynamics with sudden radical decreases in competition (‘tipping’) an d c onc entra tio n o f e con omic p ower
around a few ‘winner-takes-it-all/most’ online platforms. Smaller businesses are increasingly dependent o n a
few very large online platforms to access digital markets and consumers. Innovative digital firms an d s tart ups find it difficult to compete with these very large online platforms. Their impact is c ompo und ed b y the
opacity and complexity of their large ecosystems, and the significant information advantage they h ave o ve r
business users.
We (the Panel) agree with the consensus that has emerged over the last years that existing ex -post
competition and regulatory tools are insufficient to address the challenges of digital platforms , for s e veral
reasons. Competition policy procedures are slow compared to the pace of chang e in th e d igital e con omy.
Remedies may be insufficient and outdated to deal with the challenges. It is difficult to “unscramble the eggs”
and restore competition once harm is done. Classic competition policy focuses on abuse of do minan ce in a
single relevant market. Platforms are often intermediaries between several markets. Th e ris e o f b ig d ata
analytics has not only widened the information asymmetry between platforms and users bu t a lso b etween
regulators and platforms. This in turn slows down regulatory responses to anti -competitive platform
behaviour.
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The DMA addresses these challenges6 by granting specific market and data access rights to business users of
very large gatekeeper platforms. It combines ex-ante regulatory provisions with tools that are associated with
competition policy, such as acquisitions, market investigations and access to internal platform information. It
by-passes relevant market and dominance considerations and directly addresses entry barriers in very la rge
digital markets. It expands the investigative powers of the European Commission for effective enforcement of
the regulation.
This report examines these questions from a dual economic perspective. On the one hand, platfo rms a re an
important source of social and economic welfare gains for all users. Users can benefit from network effec ts
or positive externalities. An increase in the number of users, products and services on the sam e or o n o th er
sides of the market, gives them a wider variety of parties to interact with and makes it more likely th a t th ey
find what they are looking for. Some users may get free access to the platform while others pay for access –
for example advertisers. Because of network effects, users may still enjoy surplus benefits o ver a nd a b ove
their payment. Platforms monetise and internalise only part of the social value that they generate. Ne twork
effects in digital platforms are driven by economies of scale and scope in data re-use and data aggrega tion.
They play a crucial role in increasing matching efficiency, reducing transaction costs for users and improving
service quality. The social value of data often exceeds their p rivate va lue 7. Fin ding a n o ptimal b ala nce
between openness and exclusion is difficult, also because data (access) rights are often poorly defined.
On the other hand, network effects can give rise to negative impacts on economic welfare and on consumers .
They may lead to a winner-takes-all market whereby a single platform comes to domina te a market. Hig h
switching costs prevent multi-homing between competing platforms. Dominant platforms b ec ome h ard -to avoid monopolistic gatekeepers to online markets. Monopolistic market power in itself does n ot n ec ess arily
lead to market failure8. It does however when it is abused to re duc e ma rke t ac ces s a nd ap propria te a
disproportionate part of the efficiency gains. It may increase prices and discourage entry and inno va tion b y
competitors. Network effects make it difficult to compete with platforms. High fixed s et -u p c osts a nd lo w
marginal running costs9, large scale data collection and exclusive control over these d ata , re inforce th es e
entrenched monopolistic market positions. The platform may exploit this information asymmetry to c ompete
unfairly with its users, promote its own goods and services, or foreclose parts of the markets for th ird-pa rty
users.
We consider that one of the main challenges in the implementation o f th e DM A is h ow to s ep ara te the
positive efficiency and welfare gains that platforms generate through (data-driven) n etwo rk e ffects from
negative anti-competitive and welfare-reducing platform behaviour. Pro-competitive re medies sh ou ld n ot
undermine the efficiency gains of platforms. How can we preserve the wider societa l b enefits o f n etwork
externalities while avoiding abuse of gatekeeper dominance? A re lated c hall en ge is h ow to n arro w th e
information gap between regulators and gatekeepers, so that regulators can m ore a c cura tely dis tingu is h
between pro- and anti-competitive gatekeeper behaviour.
We make, at the outset, two important remarks. First, we are in broad agreement with the vision encapsulated
in the DMA. We are also aware that the DMA is just the beginning of a journey that may take several ye ars ,
before becoming law in practice. Terms will be debated, possibly fiercely, and important details that cannot be
anticipated will change for sure. For these reasons, we will not comment too specifically on each article, while
we prefer to stick to the economic analysis behind each one of them. This report is an opportunity to see each
article through economic lenses. Second, our initial reading of the DMA suggests that it is not to be seen as an
all-encompassing regulation of digital platforms. On the contrary, we have worked on th e a ss umption that
these regulations will apply de facto only to a handful of very large and dominant companies, some of which
also have a history of abuse cases in Europe and elsewhere. Hence, while at times we will b e a ble to make
general economic considerations, in several places we will consider how the regulations should be considered
in light of this much more selected pool of companies. He nce th is repo rt is n ot to b e inte rp reted as a
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commentary on the economic regulation of digital platforms: such a general theory simp ly d oes n ot ex ist.
Rather, our hope is to present useful economic arguments that can make the DMA stronger when dealing with
large and dominant digital platforms.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the criteria for the d es ig natio n o f
gatekeeper platforms. We then turn to the obligations that the DMA imposes on g a tekee per p latforms . In
Chapter 3 we discuss obligations related to tying, bundling and other obstacles to market entry. Chapter 4 and
5 focus on two particular types of gatekeepers, advertising platforms and app stores. Ch a pter 6 d isc us ses
data sharing obligations for gatekeeper platforms. Chapter 7 goes beyond static market power concern s and
focuses on innovation dynamics, including the role of mergers and acquisitions and enduring market p ower.
Chapter 8 examines how the DMA addresses the information asymmetry problem be tween pla tfo rms a nd
regulators. Chapter 9 focuses on fairness in the distribution of benefits generated by platforms.
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2

Gatekeeper platforms and their obligations

2.1

The designation of gatekeepers

The Digital Market Act (DMA) follows in the footsteps of the EU Platform-to-Business (P2B) Regulation, which
took a first step towards improving transparency in the business environment of online platforms 10. Th e P2B
Regulation defines platforms as “online intermediation services” that constitute “information society services ”
and facilitate direct transactions between businesses and consumers, based on con trac tua l relatio nsh ips
between business and platform.
To ensure regulatory consistency, the DMA builds on that definition and in trod uce s a dd ition al c riteria to
identify a subset of very large gatekeeper platforms. Specifically, among o th er criteria Article 3 d e fines
gatekeepers as core platform services that exceed a number of size thresholds, e.g., mo re th an 45 million
active monthly end users or more than 10,000 active yearly business users. These thresholds are designed to
capture the largest online platforms, where potential harm is the greatest. Effectively, it comes d own to the
GAFAM tech giants (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft), possibly a few mo re. La rge Ch ines e
platforms still have insufficient foothold in the EU market to match the criteria. Smaller pla tfo rms th a t are
gatekeepers in niche markets are also likely to be left out, although this is not completely clear at this point.
The traditional three-step competition policy procedure consists of, first, delineating the relevant market (i.e .,
identifying the firms that compete in a market), secondly, assessing the firms’ market po wer, a nd th irdly,
designing, if necessary, appropriate remedies. By using absolute-size thresholds a nd q ua si -au tomatic ally
imposing obligations, the DMA opts for a one-step procedure which avoids the above steps. Considering h ow
difficult it is to define relevant markets in the digital space, we believe that the DMA proposed criteria provide
a good start. That said, we also recognise — and so does the DM A — th at th e a b solu te-s ize-thres ho ld
approach has its problems. Article 3 (6) of the DMA allows for the possibility o f iden tifyin g a g atekeeper
based on a variety of more qualitative factors, such as entry barriers from network effects and data
advantages.
We add that, in the platform economics literature, entrenched market power is often measured by the exte nt
and cost of multi-homing. More competition and substitution on one side of the platform market ca n re du ce
its market power on that side11. We suggest that the Commission could use objectively measurable proxies for
this, including for example (a) dependence on referral traffic from major search engines , s ocia l med ia and
advertising, and (b) the extent of multi-homing by users on each side of the market. For example, consumers
can often easily multi-home between competing e-commerce or ride-sharing platforms. Switching c osts for
sellers on these platforms are also relatively low. By contrast, multi-homing between smartphone o pera tin g
systems is costly for consumers (implies buying a new phone), while user benefits are low since most popular
apps are available in the leading app stores of both operating systems . App de velo pers incu r a ddition al
upload costs because they need to be present in both stores. In this case, multi-homing b y a pp d evelopers
does not reduce the app stores’ market power but is a result of competitive bottlenecks.
Article 3 defines two other concepts that may be important in the implementation and e nfo rcemen t of th e
DMA: operating systems (OS) and ancillary services. Operating systems are defined as software that contro ls
basic hardware or software functions and enables other software to run on it. Mic roso ft W indo ws , Goo gle
Android and Apple iOS are well-known OS. But, similar to “convention al” OS, p ieces of s oftwa re s uch as
Microsoft Office365, Google Chrome and Facebook also allow developer plug-ins and ex tens io ns to ru n o n
top. Should they be considered as OS as well?
Ancillary services, in turn, are defined as complementary services provided together with th e c ore p latform
service. For instance, e-commerce platforms can offer additional services such as payment, identification and
advertising. This is potentially a very wide category of services that could cover many plu g-in s a nd rela ted
services. Advertising is already identified as a core platform service, but it ca n a lso co me a s a n a nc illary
service, which may be somewhat confusing.
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Re gulation EU 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and the Council on promoting fairness and transparency for b usiness users of
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Given the difficulty in defining exactly what operating systems and ancillary services are, and given th at th e
DMA clearly wants to facilitate competitive market entry for any typ e o f a dd -o n s ervic es to g atekeeper
platforms, we believe the somewhat vague definitions adopted by the DMA have the advantage o f a llowing
the regulator a much-needed degree of flexibility.

2.2

Gatekeeper obligations

The core of the DMA revolves around two sets of obligations for gatekeeper platforms, a quasi-automatic list
of obligations (Article 5) and a list of obligations susceptible of further specification (Article 6). For ex ample,
Article 5 includes the obligation to allow business users to offer the same products or services to en d u sers
through third party online intermediation services; and the prohibition of requiring business users to use, offer
or interoperate with an identification service of the gatekeeper in the conte xt o f s ervice s offere d b y the
business users using the core platform services of that gatekeeper. Article 6, in turn, in clu des p roh ibitions
such as treating more favourably in rankings products and services offered by the gatekeeper; or re stric tin g
the ability of end users to switch.
A key motivation for the DMA policy initiative is to speed u p th e im plementa tion o f re med ie s for a nti competitive behaviour by gatekeeper platforms. In particular, Article 5 achieves th is by im pos in g e x -ante
obligations or behavioural restrictions on all platforms that have been designated as gatekeep er pla tfo rms.
These obligations apply without further investigations by the European Commission. There is neith er b urd en
of proof on the regulator’s nor on the platform’s side.
We note that there is no explicit efficiency defence cla us e for p latforms a g ains t th e qu as i-au tomatic
remedies of Article 5 (or Article 6, for that matter). The rationale is that such a clause may considerably s lo w
down the regulatory process. As an exception to this rule, Article 8 allows for exemptions if th e g atekeepe r
demonstrates that the obligation would endanger the “economic viability of the operation of the gatekeeper in
the Union”. Article 9 allows platforms to submit a reasoned request to be exempted from specific obligations
on grounds of public morality, health or security. The Commission can grant exemptions and take into account
“the effects of the obligation on the gatekeeper and on third parties.” These provisions provide safety valves
against excessively disruptive obligations. Regarding the implementation of obligations in Article 6 , Article 7
grants gatekeepers an opportunity to explain why their policies “are effective in achieving the objective of th e
relevant obligation in the specific circumstances”.
Generally speaking, we agree with the idea of using ex-ante regulation as a means to avoid slow, protra cted
interventions. However, regulators should be careful to avoid an unfavourable trade-off between s peed and
quality of judgement. Moreover, by listing obligations “susceptible of being further specified”, Article 6 implies
a degree of legal uncertainty. Article 7 will require further cla rifica tions reg ard in g th e imple menta tio n
modalities. This is unfortunate, especially considering that some of the obligations in question are potentially
very disruptive, to a point that legal uncertainty may have a chilling effect on innovation. Sta rting with les s
ambitious proposals and providing more legal certainty to gatekeepers, with the possibility of widening the list
when further experience has been gained, may be a more effective approach.
As an alternative to the DMA’s two-pronged approach (Articles 5 and 6), we p ropo se a d ifferent, th oug h
related approach. We recommend the creation of both “black” and “grey” lists of gatekeepers’ behaviours. The
idea of a black list is that there are practices considered clearly anti-competitive and as such outlawed . Th is
corresponds roughly to Article 5 of the DMA and the concept o f p er -se illeg ality in c omp etitio n p olicy.
Currently, Articles 5 and 6 of the DMA appear to group all of the practices mentioned into this typ e o f b lac k
list that has to be complied with in any case. Exemptions are only granted under Articles 8 or 9, as mentioned
earlier.
In contrast, the idea of a grey list — or dark grey list — is that some behaviours are presumed anticompetitive, and their acceptance by regulators depends on the interested parties showing the pro competitive nature of the practice in the specific case in question. This corresponds roughly to th e ru le-o freason approach in competition policy, with the added element o f im pos in g th e b urd en o f p roof o n th e
platform under consideration. It would be, by and large, comparable to the framework th e E U is cu rrently
using to address horizontal and vertical restraints of competition where the burden of proof for
demonstrating efficiencies is with the concerned parties.
The current DMA framework does not envisage such a grey list, as there is no option for a “classical”
efficiency defence (be it based on individual or on block exemptions ). Th a t s aid, th ere is so me p ara lle l
between our grey list concept and the “possibility of a tailored application of some of the obligations thro ug h
10

a dialogue between the Commission and the gatekeepers concerned” (a s s tated in th e DM A e xp la na tory
memorandum). In other words, the DMA seems in principle consistent with o ur p rop osa l of a gre y lis t o f
presumed anti-competitive practices which the platform must however justify. That said, it remains u nclear
which obligations the memorandum refers to, as well as how and what stan dard s wo uld a pp ly in s uch a
dialogue.
To summarise, in general terms we agree with the Commission's proposal that there be a combination of ex ante and ex-post regulation, including lists of disallowed practices. We differ from the Commission’s proposal
in our distinction between black and grey and in our assignment of specific practices to s pec ific lis ts. Fo r
example, Article 6 states that one should allow business users to bypass app stores. While we agree that th is
often corresponds to an abuse of dominant position, we can also en vis io n e ffic ie ncies ema nating from
centralised control. As such, we would include these behaviours in our grey list that lets the platform make its
case that efficiencies justify a closed system. Similarly, Article 5 would bar platforms from requiring its users
to employ the platform’s own identification system. Again, we would include these behaviours in our grey list,
as there are reasonable theories of value creation that justify this type of restrictions. Again , th e re gula ted
platforms would need to justify why those restrictions are necessary though.
We also propose that the grey list obligations are imposed until the platform can successfully demo ns trate
the efficiencies, so that a platform’s efficiency defence does not have suspensive effects on its o bliga tions .
This is to avoid strategic delaying of requirements to fulfil the respective obligations and provides incentives
for platforms to provide the necessary information in a quick and timely manner. The Commission should also
be able to adopt interim measures according to Article 22 in order to avoid irreparable damages. Fin ally, we
suggest that the efficiency defence needs to fulfil the same standard o f p r oof a s in merg er c ontro l an d
horizontal and vertical agreements that restrict competition.
In the next chapters, we develop our black and grey lists by considering specific types of gatekeeper practices.
In Chapter 3, we consider potentially anti-competitive practices such as tying, bundling and self-preferencin g.
Chapters 4 to 7 deal with advertising, app stores, data, and acquisitions.
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3

Anti-competitive behaviour

The increasing market power — and abuse thereof — by major platforms has made some form of regulation
and/or merger control a necessity, in fact an urgent need. The analogy with 20th century utilities a nd u tility
regulation, while imperfect, is also appropriate: In the electricity and telecommunications sectors of th e 20 th
century (among others), economies of scale and economies of scope implied significant advantages for larg e
firms. In digital platforms, network effects and learning-by-doing a re likely the m os t impo rtant e ffects
benefiting tech giants. What all of these have in common is the tendency for the industries to assume natural
monopoly or near-natural monopoly features. This in turn makes actual competition difficult to su sta in . An d
without competition, efficiencies brought by scale and network effects will not accrue to final users.
Notwithstanding these similarities, digital platforms are different in various respects. First, n etwo rk e ffects
are of a different nature than scale and scope economies. In particular, there is a dynamic, self -reinfo rcing
element in network effects that is largely absent in more traditional natural monopolies. Second, the dynamic
increasing returns forces in digital platforms are typically related to data accumulation, and data as an ass et
is particularly difficult to measure. It is also non-rival. Third, some of the possible anti-competitive behaviours
by digital platforms (e.g., algorithm-based self-preference) are particularly difficult to o bs erve. Fo r th ese
reasons, we believe there is a clear scope for a regulatory approach that applies primarily and differe ntly to
these digital platforms.
What can competition policy do about this? Broadly speaking, competition policy works on the control of three
different dimensions: (a) horizontal and vertical agreements th at re stric t co mpetition; (b) merg ers an d
acquisitions; and (c) abuse of dominant positions or other measures of market power. It is largely agreed that
(a) has relatively little “bite” in the context of platforms, if nothing else because they are typically not subjec t
to relevant product market competition. In Chapter 7 we focus on (b). Although the report's authors differ with
respect to the role played by merger review in the platform space, we agree that its s co pe is limited. Th is
implies that regulation, both ex-ante regulation and ex-post regulation addressing excessive ma rket p ower
and the abuse of dominant position, plays an important role.
In the next sections in this chapter, we address some issues that have been discussed (or litiga ted) in th e
context of digital platforms and which relate to the type of ex-ante-ex-post regulation considered in Cha pter
2. In particular, we focus on tying and bundling; and on self-preferencing.

3.1

Tying and bundling

Tying, bundling and other related practices (e. g., pre-installed apps) may be used as a me ans to fo reclos e
competition. These practices are not exclusive to the digital space. Moreover, there is not muc h th at is very
specific to the digital space, other than perhaps the difficulty in distinguishing pro-comp etitive fro m a nti competitive explanations.
The welfare effects of tying as a means to increase participation to a dominant p latform a re a mb ig uo us.
However, cases like Microsoft's per-processor fees, Microsoft's Internet Explorer or Intel's all-un it d isc oun ts
suggest that welfare-reducing foreclosure effects are common, es pecia lly wh en in itia ted b y firms with
significant market power.
Notwithstanding a long history of abuse of dominant position by m eans o f tying a nd b un dling , we a lso
recognise that in some cases consumers benefit when firms b und le k ey se rvic es. Fo r e xam ple, Go ogle
requires users of their location-based services to also use a Google approved version of Andro id. Ha rdware
manufacturers who wish to use Google apps are required to join the Open Handset Alliance which o bliga tes
members to use only Google approved Android versions12. In this way, even though Android is o pen s o urce,
Google’s control prevents fragmentation of the code base. In this sense, one may argue that Google provid es
a benefit that stems from some level of standardisation. The downside is that potential o pera ting s ys tem
innovations are not interoperable with Google data services and Google may be able to charge high er p rices
for those services. The offsetting benefit is that app developers and hardware manufacturers have to contend
with fewer variants of the Android operating system than they otherwise would and are thus able to en su re
interoperability. The challenge, of course, is to know whether the potential harm is larger tha n th e b enefits.
Research in sequential innovation suggests that there can be benefits to having a platform sponsor
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coordinate the ecosystem13. Bundling also occurs when platforms absorb func tio ns th a t were p revio us ly
provided by ecosystem partners into the core system. This can happen for n ume rous rea so ns. On e a n ticompetitive explanation is that a platform might fear that a complement provided by an external party co uld
become indispensable. For example, Apple invested in its own mapping functionality for the iOS system a fter
Google launched the Android operating system and became a more direct competitor. It d ro ppe d Goog le’s
mapping app and bundled its own app into the base system as shipped to consumers.
Article 6 of the DMA includes tying and bundling in the list of prohibited gatekeeper practices “susceptib le of
being further specified.” Recognising the anticompetitive effects but a ls o th e p oss ib le effic ien cies fro m
bundling, we recommend that tying and related practices be presumed anti-competitive and grey-listed , and
that the burden of proving pro-competitive effects be placed on the gatekeepers. The presum ption o f a nti competitive effects, especially when the practice is initiated by a firm with ma rket p ower, is imp ortan t
because of the fast pace at which digital markets evolve. For example, by the time th e US Depa rtment o f
Justice was able to impose a consent decree to prevent per-processor fe es, the fo reclos ure e ffects h ad
already taken place. The recent Slack complaint against Microsoft might follow a similar path.

3.2

Self-preferencing

Platforms are rarely pure intermediaries that leave all production of goods and services to externa l pa rties.
Most platforms are hybrids that vertically and/or horizontally integrate one or more products or services a s a
revenue source. For example, in addition to providing a platform for th ird -p arties to s ell th eir p rodu cts ,
Amazon also sells products on its own account. The potential for harm is that the platform has an interes t in
favouring its own ‘affiliate’ and distort competition in a way that possibly reduces consumer welfare.
At some level, this is not fundamentally different from well-known cases — such as telecomm unica tions —
where we find distortions in competition due to partial vertical integration. E x perienc e s ug gests th at th is
problem is best addressed with a combination of ex-ante and ex-post regulation. Ex-ante re gu lation migh t
include a general prohibition to discriminate against third parties. Ex-post regulation might in clu de s pec ific
provisions for third parties to complain against unequal or unfair treatment. The DMA Artic le 6 p ropo ses a
number of ex-ante remedies to address self-preferencing. We would suggest that any form of discrimina tio n
against third parties be deemed unlawful. In other words, we believe self-preferencing is a natural candi date
for the “blacklist” of practices to be deemed anti-competitive and “per se” disallowed.
At a general level, the above considerations are not specific to digital platforms. One aspect in which digital
platforms are special is that self-preferencing frequently takes place in the form of alg orithm ic bia s. Th is
makes monitoring considerably more difficult. Suppose that Amazon’s algorithm places an Am azo n p rodu ct
higher on the list than competing third-party products. This may be due to self-preferencing or simply to the
fact that Amazon’s product is a better fit. In other words, if in some cases self-preferencing is blatant, in most
cases, it is not14. Detecting it is probably one of the most complex and data-intensive mo nitoring ta sks for
regulators of online platforms.
At a conceptual level, a rule of non-discrimination would imply that an algorithm’s recommendation (and th e
order of display) be a function of objective characteristics and not depend on the product’s affiliation with the
platform. A natural and simple test would be to run the ranking algorithm twice — with an d witho ut s eller
identities — and verify that it produces the same outcome: seller characteristics (price, loc ation, relia bility,
delays, service quality, etc.) should drive the ranking, not seller id en tity. Ho wever, s uch a tes t req uires
regulator access to the algorithm. Article 24(2) of the DMA mentions the possibility of appointing
“independent external experts and auditors to assist the Commission to monitor the obligations and measures
and to provide specific expertise or knowledge to the Commission.” We agree that this may b e a ne cess ary
step, though we recognise that it may not be an easy one15. Moreover, platform operators can introduce b ias
in the algorithm through variables other than seller identity. Specifically, an algorithm can give extra weight to
certain factors so as to effectively favour the platform’s products.
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More generally, the research literature on algorithmic bias shows that producing fair algorithmic outcomes is
complex16. The statistical formulation of fairness and unbiased representations often results in lists of criteria
that may be flawed depending on the context. Are market shares and prices adequate criteria for an unbiased
presentation of products on e-commerce websites, or do they simply perpetuate existing situations?
Consumers may pay attention to product quality, delivery conditions and other aspects. Fa ctorin g a ll th ese
variables into an unbiased presentation leads to inherent trade-offs. This ma kes it very h ard to d efine a
general framework for the evaluation of bias and self-preferencing in search rankings or displays.
More transparency in the ranking criteria that play a role in search results and displays may make consumers
more aware of possible bias. The main objective of the P2B Regulation is precisely to increase transparency in
P2B relations. As a follow-up to the Regulation, the European Commission issued very detailed guidelines for
platforms to increase transparency in search rankings17. We commend these efforts.
Notwithstanding the progress made along these dimensions, we believe there is room for ex-post regu lation
as well. Chapter IV of the DMA provides specific rules in this regard. In particular, Article 16 deals with market
investigation into systematic non-compliance by gatekeepers. To put things in perspective, we n ote th at th e
Google Shopping investigation by the European Commission stretched out from 2010 to 2017, with a pp eals
still running in court as of 2020 (and with many still doubting the imposed remedies were appropria te). Th is
suggests that we are still far from achieving an effective framework for ex-post access regulation: any h arm
done by the time the appeals are decided will likely be irreversible. We thus propose that, in a dd itio n to the
provisions for investigations initiated by the Commission, there exist well-defined and easily impleme ntab le
mechanisms whereby third parties can complain against platforms, and possibly request binding a rbitra tion
that would impose remedies relating to pricing or display practices. One specific proposal is that there b e an
arbitrator with sufficient independence, technical knowledge, and access to the platforms’ data and
algorithms. In this regard, we can learn from successful and from failed regulation. For example, a rb itra tion
seems to have played a positive role in telecommunications regulation, whereas the abs ence o f a c red ib le
third-party arbitration authority undermined access of competitors to railway networks.
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4

Advertising

Digital advertising is at the core of the business mod el of pla tfo rms s u ch a s Go ogle a n d Fa ceb ook in
particular: this is where they monetise their product. If there is an exerc is e o f m arket po wer, th en it will
manifest itself in digital advertising.
A recent study done by the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) o n d ig ital a dvertis in g is very
revealing 18. First, the study shows that digital advertising is not to be conflated with other forms of
advertising. Search advertising and display advertising are very different from other forms of advertising. The
CMA study gives evidence of little substitutability between search and display advertising. It also shows h o w
organic search results do not undermine Google’s ability to exercise market power in pa id a ds , a s it u s es
demotions to reduce the salience of organic results. This has to be accounted for when trying to d elineate
markets and business models. We agree with this and note how it is in stark contrast with previous
approaches that tended to conflate many advertising channels, therefore ignoring possible concentra tio n o f
economic power. Specifically, in the acquisition of WhatsApp by Facebook, the European Co mmiss ion n otes
that “Facebook’s market shares are equal to 20-30% in a number of Member States in a potential market fo r
overall online advertising” (para 171 of the 2014 decision, emphasis added)19. One does not go very far in an
actual case with this kind of market delineation. Instead, the CMA finds, for instance, that digital advertising in
the UK is essentially a duopoly, with over 90% of search advertising going to Google and over 50% of display
advertising going to Facebook.
In fact, the report shows how Google and Facebook are monopolists in their “walled gardens” (Google Searc h,
Facebook social media) 20. Google moreover has a strong market position in open advertising on webpages and
in apps 21. Google’s return on advertising capital is over 50 percent which is an ind ic ator o f s trong ma rket
position. Advertising markets are vertical stacks of layered intermedia ries with Goo gle h aving a stro ng
position in most of these intermediary markets. About two thirds of all ad spending is absorbed in
intermediary layers, only a third reaches the publisher of the ad.
A second important observation of the CMA’s study is that, despite its obvious relevance, the online
advertising market is very opaque and it is not easy to follow the chain of p aymen ts a cc ording to a PWC
report22. Some money is also “lost”, that is, they could not fully follow who ge ts wha t. Th is h ap pens in a
context where Google is present at several layers of the “open display” chain (“ad tech”), whe re it h as larg e
market shares at each stage. The advertiser receives hardly any information on readers of the ad.
Intermediaries do not share that information. This opacity is a lmost b y d esig n a nd c ou ld b e in its elf a
manifestation of abuse of market power. There is an analogy here with financial exchanges: conflicts will b e
rife if a platform owns the buyers’ services, the sellers’ services, sets the rules that determine price, runs the
price discovery process, keeps the difference between the two p rices a lo ng with oth er fees , a nd lim its
transparency into how the process works. Stock exchanges in fact are regulated so they cannot work like this ,
and generally financial services regulation provides a variety of pro tections a nd d isc losu res to p revent
conflicts of interest of this type, and to ensure that agents have a fiduciary duty to th e co nstitu ents they
serve (or at least disclose when they do not). It is curious that nothing of this is being discussed in the context
of ad exchanges, despite the clear economic analogies 23.
The CMA lays out several competition concerns and theories of harm. Network effects and path d epend ency
lead to market power and high prices: if advertisers pay higher prices than they would have otherwise paid for
advertising their products, ultimately consumers will have to pay more since those will be passed on to final
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product prices24. Platforms’ behaviour also create barriers to entry, especially through th e u s e of d efa ults .
There are also considerable privacy issues that are related to a possible lack of competition. Because Go ogle
advertising represents a significant cost for many specialist search providers , Goo gle c an fu rthe r us e its
gateway position to undermine those specialists and put its own in a prominent position (again, a case of selfpreferencing).
Against this backdrop, we now comment on the specific obligations that relate to advertising. Both mea su res
focus on transparency, which is fine. Article 5(g) refers to sharing information on the pricing of an ad. On the
publisher side, presumably this means that publishers will receive information on the ultimate payment made
by the advertiser and information on the breakdown of charges by the intermediary. This is a go od s ta rtin g
point to end the current situation where publishers only find out the high-level average price they are pa ying
when Google deems it expedient to issue a blog post. On top of b eing a ble to c omp are va lue a dd ed o f
different providers, it would also shed light on price discrimination behaviour to better understand how m uch
Google is actually charging for certain impressions. One would have to make sure that sharin g imp ress io n level data on advertiser payments does not represent an invasion of privacy, but we believe that it should b e
possible to produce somewhat aggregated or anonymised dataset which would tell pub lis hers mo re a bou t
how much they were paying. On the advertiser side, it is less clear what it is meant by “pricing”. The advertiser
pays the total gross amount for the ad. Still, it would be useful for an advertiser to know how much publishers
received out of the total amount it initially paid. This should be the symmetric of the pub lis her s id e, whe re
publishers should know how much the advertisers paid.
Article 6(g) mandates the provision of ad performance measuring tools. The principle is to stop g a tekee pers
(Facebook and Google in particular) to make it harder for rivals to prove attribution for their ads (i.e. to s how
how effective they are driving advertiser conversion). Again, this makes sens e, b ut we no te th is is a very
specific and possibly minor intervention. It seems more important that advertisers/publishers should b e a ble
to access data in a raw/detailed fashion so that they can use third party verification and measurement tools25.
The advertising market needs some intervention to stop quasi-tying beh aviour: ex clu sive dis tribution of
inventory through one’s own tech stack, or limiting interoperability with rival te ch in termed ia ries. Th e se
aspects seem not to be captured by other articles in the DMA and hence this could be an area for
improvement. It would also be important to see some independent oversight such that decisions to limit d ata
flows need to be principles-based so that gatekeepers cannot use privacy as a justificatio n to re d uce d ata
flows to rivals while keeping the data flowing within their walled garden. A question that needs to be tac kled
is whether browsers will be captured by the DMA gatekeeper obligations. Google is shifting a lot of
functionality, and problematic conduct, to the Chrome browser where it presumably thinks regulation will take
some time to follow. One should in fact always be aware that the market moves on rapidly, so that the ru les
may soon cease to be relevant.
Finally, we also observe that advertising markets in Europe are typically regulated along several dimen sion s
because of the externalities they can generate (e.g., newspapers, television, billboards ). It is n o t c lear wh y
digital advertising should escape this logic. There are a number of remedies that address externa lities . Pau l
Romer proposed the imposition of a tax on digital advertising26. Alternatively, one could follow the ro u te of
price regulation. This would not be an entirely new approach in two-sided markets. For example, not long ago
the European Commission imposed caps on intermediation rates in credit card networks 27.
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5

App stores

The app store issues in this chapter generally fall into the same catego ry as tying an d re lated pra ctices
discussed in Chapter 3. Many of the DMA Articles 5 and 6 obligations discussed in Chapter 3 also apply h ere.
We nevertheless think it is worthwhile to discuss app stores separately.
The Google Play and Apple App stores are clear cases of gatekeepers for access to a pp -b ase d s ervices o n
mobile phones. Consumers are locked into an app store once they buy an Android or Apple device 28.
Developers are locked in because they have to be present in each store if they want to reac h c ons umers o f
both devices. App stores have an intermediation role between app developers a n d c ons umer d ema nd an d
perform app quality and security control services to improve the user experience29. Some developers claim to
be rejected for reasons that are not related to quality and security, but rather becau se th ey c ompete with
native apps from the store and OS owner. App stores and OS owners are vertically integra ted a nd d eve lo p
their own apps that compete with independent app d evelop ers. Ph on es c ome with p re -insta lled a pp s
developed by the store operators. Better knowledge of the OS, and possibly access to some technical features
that are not available to external developers, implies that, other things equal, OS -develop ed a pps ten d to
perform better and have an advantage over competing apps developed by third parties30. This gives th em an
incentive and the ability to foreclose current and future competitors. Moreover, the gatekeeper position of th e
Google Play and Apple App stores enables them to charge app developers a m ono polistic 30 perc ent fee
(“tax”) on app and in-app 31 purchases 32, and fees for renewals of subscriptions 33. M onop olistic fees in app
stores can result in higher app prices to consumers, as some or all of the fees are passed on to consumers 34.
Fees for third-party apps distort price competition with their own apps. App stores can charg e mon opo lis tic
prices in aftermarkets because they restrict app developers from dealing directly with their custo mers wh en
selling in-app aftermarket services.
Apple’s app pricing and subscription renewal fees triggered complaints, including by Spotify (music streaming)
and Epic (games), two firms that compete with Apple’s own products on price and quality. Spo tify a nd E pic
argue that these fees distort price competition between Apple services that are not subject to these fees a nd
its competitors. Applying fees to own apps would imply the n eed for s ome fo rm of a cco unt s ep ara tio n
between the app store and internal app developers. Epic also complained because Apple and Google re fu sed
to allow an Epic game store app in their app stores. Allowing such an app would enable Epic to circumvent the
gatekeeper.
There is an extensive law and economics literature dealing with primary markets and aftermarkets 35. We do
not think there is anything essentially different about platforms. The literature on primary and afte rmarkets
starts with the Chicago view which, based on a rather simplistic model, shows that market power in
aftermarkets does not add to the overall extent of market power (the one-monopoly doctrine). M oreover, if
there is sufficient competition in primary markets and consumers are rational and have perfect informa tion
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This is strictly true for iPhones, where side-loading of apps from other sources than the Ap ple store is te chnically blocke d. An dro id
p hones do allow side-loading from other stores but strong network e ffects around the Google Play store effective ly make the latter a
quasi-monopolist. Competition between Android stores e xists only in China, where Google Play is forbidden.
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Ap p le claims that its ve ry stringent access and re view conditions make it the most se cure app store. According to the N okia T h re at
Inte llige nce Report 2019, le ss th an 1 p ercent of iPhone apps have security conce rns, as opposed to 47 p ercent of Android apps.
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For e xamp le, e vidence shows that both Google and Ap ple apps are often of bette r quality than substitutes from competitors because
the y have acce ss to te chnical details of the OS. See We n, W. and Zhu, F., Threat of p la tf orm - ow ne r e ntry a nd co mp le me ntor
re sp onses: Evidence from the mobile app market, Strategic Management Journal, Vol. 40, No 9, 2019, pp. 1336-1367.
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The marke t for in -app advertising services is open. In -store advertising is a re served “walle d garden” for the store operator.
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Similarwe b, 56% of all fre e apps have in -app ads, 42% have in -app sales, 33% have a combination of both. 9% of p aid a p p s h av e
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Ap p le announced in November 2020 that it would re duce this fee to 15% for app developers with an annual turnover of le ss th an 1
million USD (most of the re venues to Ap ple come from app developers with turnover above this thre shold). Renewal fe es can als o be
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range. See Jacobides, M., What drives and defines digital p latform (gatekeeper) p ower? mime o, London Business School, 2020.
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they will decide on the basis of the combined cost for the two markets. There is no ma rket fa ilu re in that
case 36.
The app store and in-app sales framework differs from the classic printer-and-cartridge sales case, however.
First, in the printer-and-cartridge case, the producer benefits from tied sales, not the intermediary distributor.
By contrast, in the app store case the distributor forces the consumer to return to the same store for
aftermarket services, not only to the same app producer. Second, incomplete information imp edes ratio nal
consumer decisions and may result in market failure. Apps are experience goods, aftermarket needs are no t
known at the time of initial purchase and only emerge over time. Third, online aftermarket sales are subject to
behavioural biases in in-app advertising and to lock-in effects in apps that exhibit s ocia l network effects.
Fourth, the app store’s review service remains an important source of valu e-add ed for a p p u pgra des in
aftermarkets.
The DMA includes several gatekeeper obligations that are applicable to app stores and that address the loc kin concerns mentioned above. The most far-reaching obligations are contained in Article 6(c). These include (a)
allowing the installation of third party applications in the OS of the gatekee per, (b ) in clu ding th ird-pa rty
application stores, and (c) allowing access to these apps through other channels than those provided b y th e
gatekeeper. This would force OS gatekeepers to allow side-loading of apps from alternative app stores. This is
already possible in Google Android phones, though rarely used. Android hardware manufacturers h a ve their
own in-app Android store and there are some independent stores as well. However, stron g n etwo rk e ffects
make the Google Play store the favourite source of apps for most users. Apple iPhones b lock s id e -lo ad in g
from other stores. It runs a vertically integrated hardware and software production model without third-party
app stores. Implementation of these obligations would force Apple to op en u p th is vertic ally integ rated
business model. Apple justifies this tight control by security and quality considerations. Evidence suggests that
the contents of the Apple store are indeed, on average, more s ecu re th an An dro id s tores 37. Artic le 6(c)
endorses that argument to some extent and allows the gatekeeper to retain control over the integrity o f th e
OS and the hardware. That is not necessarily an endorsement for full quality control over all apps however.
Another set of obligations seek to create a more level playing field between OS owners and th ird -p arty app
developers. Article 6(b) forces OS gatekeepers to allow uninstalling apps but stops short of prohibiting the m
from imposing requirements on hardware manufacturers to pre-install apps produced by the OS owner. Article
6(f) mandates that gatekeepers who provide ancillary servic es to c ore p latform s ervices s hou ld a llow
interoperability and equal access for third party providers of ancillary services, including the same h ardware
and software features that are available to the gatekeeper. E xa mples in clu de a cce ss to th e n ear -field
communication chip (NFC) that is currently restricted in the Apple iPhone for exclusive use by Apple Pay38, and
access to voice assistants.
Aftermarket foreclosure concerns are addressed in Article 5(b) that allows business users to promote offers to
end users outside the core platform service, and Article 5(c) that a llows end users to access content,
subscriptions and other features through other channels than the core platform services of th e g atekeeper.
These obligations would allow Spotify and Epic, as well as other service providers with aftermarket payments,
to route those payments through their own websites. It may create an incentive for app developers to red uce
app download prices. This can deprive app store operators of a significant source of afterma rke t revenu es.
They may try to compensate for this by increasing market entry prices for app uploads and reviews . High er
fixed market entry costs could improve app quality and may reduce the high reje ction ra te fo r ap p s tore
applications. Apple also has the ability to recover its investment via the primary m arket ( the p rice o f the
device), depending on how salient the prices in the app store are when consumers make their initial decision.
Many of the complaints by app developers stem from the high - and a rgu ab ly s u pra-co mpetitive - fees
collected by app stores. Monopolistic market entry pricing concerns are not explicitly addressed in Articles 5
and 6 obligations. Article 6(k) mentions FRAND access conditions for business users to app sto res. It is n o t
36
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clear to what extent that addresses price discrimination and monopolistic pricing. Howeve r, th e Article 6(c )
obligation to allow third-party app stores in the OS opens the possibility for price a nd q u ality co mpetition
between app stores. App stores with lower entry and aftermarket prices might attract more ap p d eve lope rs
and apps and erode the dominant position of the Google Play and Apple App stores. Stores that invest more in
app quality controls may attract less price elastic consumers. Network effects around th e d omin ant s tore s
may however reduce the effectiveness of price competition. The inte raction b etween pric e, q ua lity a nd
network effects is hard to predict.
An alternative but more interventionist solution would be direct market e ntry pric e co ntrols , in clud ing in
aftermarkets, similar to telecom and utilities regulation. In telecoms, long-run incremental cost (LRIC) mod els
provide guidance for average cost pricing, based on reasonable running and investment cost estimates 39. Price
regulation is complemented with quality controls and innovation incentives. Price competition, if e ffective,
may facilitate quality differentiation and innovation-driven competition without these controls. It can provide
a good balance between the benefits of app store quality control and the costs s tem min g from exc ess ive
market power.
Price competition may fragment the app stores market and reduce the magnitud e o f th e n etwo rk e ffects
currently enjoyed by the dominant app stores, the Google Play and Apple App s to res. Th a t ma y incre ase
search costs for consumers and marketing costs for de velopers, as we observe in the China Android
ecosystem40. This is another example where policy intervention walks a thin line between, o n th e o ne h a nd,
increasing welfare benefits by reducing market concentration and lock-in effects a nd, o n th e oth er h an d,
reducing the welfare benefits from quality control and network effects.
We endorse the relevant obligations pertaining to app stores contained in Artic les 5 a n d 6 . Th e mo st far reaching obligations are included in Article 6(c) and thus subject to further specification. It remains to be seen
how these obligations will be interpreted and implemented in practice.
We consider that it would be important to monitor if these obligations result in effective price an d q ua lity
competition between app stores within a single OS ecosystem, a nd d o n ot pro mote c om petition a t th e
expense of undermining the welfare benefits from network effects . If n etwork exte rnalities are at ris k,
remedies that directly reduce entry barriers to the dominant app store may be more effective than rem edies
that seek to increase competition between app stores. This could include direct price controls and an
independent app quality appeals authority that can quickly review rejected apps and ensure th eir a cce ss to
the store if approved.
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This would not be an e ntire ly new approach in two -sided marke ts. For e xample, th e Eu rop e an Co mmis s ion imp ose d ca p s on
inte rme diation rates in cre dit card networks.
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6

Data sharing between gatekeepers and business users

One might say that what the major tech firms have in common is a platform that effec tively works as an
“essential facility”, to use the terminology from utility regulation. However, data is probably the most c ritical
asset that generates market power for tech giants. A number of data issues directly impinge o n re gula tion.
Data played no role in classic regulation of utilities, infrastructure and network industries. They were also less
important in pre-digital cases of abuse of market power through tyin g, bu ndlin g, fo reclos ure a nd s elf preferencing. However, they have become much more important in regulatory scrutiny of digital markets.
Because of economies of scale and scope in data aggregation, the social value o f ag greg ated da ta o fte n
exceeds the private value of segmented data 41. Positive externalities born of this socia lly a g greg ated data
drive network effects in platforms and are a source of value gains for users. At the same tim e, th es e d ata driven positive externalities can be a source of market failures. They may lead to market tipping and
monopolistic behaviour by large platforms that act as gatekeepers to services. Th ey a lso res ult in stro ng
information asymmetry between the platform and its users. It gives platforms a privileged market o verview
and monopolistic advantage over their business users. Platforms exploit th is in fo rmation a symmetry to
compete with their business users in product markets and/or extract more value from these users. Compa red
to the platform, business users might be able to generate more value and innovative products and services if
they had access to the aggregated data. This tension between market failures and efficiency gains pervades
the debate on data sharing.
There are several types of data in platforms. Directly or indirectly, users can volunteer personal informa tio n
that typically remains constant over time (e.g., name, gender, location). Data on interactions with other u sers
and content are observed in a dynamic way. This allows platforms to monitor their users’ p refe rence s o ve r
time as an input to their matching algorithms. Platforms’ exclusive access to these data generates a
comparative advantage against competitors that do not have the ability to o bs erve u sers ’ a ct io ns in th e
ecosystem. Algorithms reinforce the value of the data through a feedback loop that builds on better
predictions and learning-by-doing that, in turn, strengthens data-driven network effec ts. As a re sult, mo re
users will consume their goods which, in turn, genera tes m ore d a ta to impro ve ran king a nd m atc hing
algorithms and increase the value of services. Market entrants are unable to reach similar levels of s ervic e
quality because of lack of data. Moreover, data can generate additional value through economies of sco pe in
re-use and aggregation. Data from one market can be re-used to provide services in adjacent markets . Data
can also generate additional value by aggregating complementary datasets. In short, data-driven insights can
be used to match consumers and business users more efficiently than in a tom is ed m arkets o uts ide o f a
platform. It generates positive network effects and welfare externalities for users.
At the same time, exclusive control over the data allows gatekeepers to control the ecosystem a nd ca ptu re
significant value for their intermediation services. They can impose excessive entry and access conditions, and
exclusive dealing rules preventing sellers from promoting their offers outsid e th e g atekeeper’s p latform .
Refusal to share the data with business users in the platform, or with competing p latforms , g ive s th em a
competitive advantage that gatekeepers can use to foreclose the market and strengthen their m ono polistic
position, to the detriment of user welfare.
Several authors have suggested that a promising form of regulation is precisely to require the tech gia nts to
share some of their data with small (or not so small) competitors 42. The DMA impo ses a nu mber o f data
sharing obligations that aim to reduce gatekeepers’ exclusive control over the data they collect with a view to
diminish their hold on the platform services market. These obligations seek to eliminate market d is tortion s
inside the platform, including self-preferencing and information asymmetries between the platform a n d its
business users, as well as distortions between competing platforms. All thes e rem edies e nta il tra d e -offs
between costs and benefits of data-driven network effects. They should avoid excessively weakening positive
network effects because that would reduce the social value of th e pla tfo rm a nd th e d ata . Th e g uidin g
principle is to try to preserve positive externalities, when present, and to ensure they are enjo yed ind us try wide rather than accruing to only one firm.
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6.1

Avoiding discrimination within the gatekeeper platform

In addition to their intermediation services, platforms may supply their own products and s ervic es in d ire ct
competition with their business users. If the platform’s own supply provides a better ma tch with co nsu mer
preferences, then there is no self-preferencing, as the outcome is based on maximisation of consumer value .
If not, the value of the transaction declines and more efficient competitors may be foreclosed.
Article 6(a) prohibits data-driven self-preferencing and imposes the obligation to refra in from u se of d ata
generated by business users’ activities to compete with business u sers , u nles s th es e da ta a re “p ub lic ly
available”43. This creates a “Chinese Wall” inside the platform, between th e g atekeeper a nd its ve rtically
integrated parts that compete with business users on the pla tfo rm. It s to ps sh ort o f c om plete vertic al
disintegration into separate firms. Information flows from the p latform to th e s epa rated pa rts a re n ot
allowed, unless that information is shared with all business users44. This will only happ en whe n it is in th e
private interest of the platform. Some information will not be shared at all, even though it may be benefic ial
for others. The social value of data is not fully realised. The social value does not figu re in th e p latform’s
private decision parameters.
For example, empirical evidence shows that Amazon uses its privileged market overview to target success fu l
product spaces for vertical integration and that it is less likely to enter product spaces th at re qu ire gre at er
seller effort to grow45. This is not entirely surprising, conside rin g th e m ass ive amo unt o f da ta th a t the
platform collects on transactions of all sorts of products. As with price discrimination, there are
counterbalancing forces. There is a negative effect, namely a lower incentive for new product introduction b y
third parties (if my product is successful, then the platform will create their o wn version of th e pro du ct).
However, there is also a positive effect, namely a better selection of products offered through the p latform ,
and possibly lower prices for consumers as well. Recent research atte mpts to b ala nce th e p os itive a nd
negative effects of regulation in this area 46.
In our view, an outright ban on the use of data for the promotion of vertically integrated services illus trates
the tension between the pursuit of competition policies and maximising the social value of data for s oc ie ty.
Policy makers will have to design a carefully mixed cocktail of measures that ensures a p os itive tra de -off
between these objectives. We note that there is disagreement among the panellists on this point. Some would
prohibit gatekeeper platforms from directly competing with their own business users with a goal of restorin g
a more level playing field that is at present tilted in favour of incumbents.

6.2

Data sharing obligations with business users inside the platform

The DMA contains two obligations for gatekeepers to give business users access to the data of intera ction s
with their end users inside the platform.


Article 6(h): Provide effective data portability to business users, subject to consent of end users.



Article 6(i): Provide business users with unhindered and free access to aggregated and non aggregated data provided and generated in the use of the core platform serv ice - subject to
provisions of data protection law.

Article 6(h) is inspired by the data portability right for natural persons in Article 20 of the EU GDPR and grants
a similar right to business users to access their commercial transactions and interactions data. It re c o gnise s
that consumer privacy rights take precedence: businesses require end user consent to access pers on al d ata.
Article 6(i) adds two important provisions: (a) free access to the data and (b ) a cc ess to a ll typ es o f d ata,
including provided and generated data, and aggregated as well as non-aggregated individual b us in ess u ser
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data. Both articles add an important qualification: continuous and real-time data access. This goes beyond the
GDPR.
Data access is only enabled in vertical business user silos; there is no access to da ta from oth er b us in ess
users. This obligation preserves data silos between business users as we ll as th e ga tekeeper p latform’s
privileged market overview and information asymmetry with business users. It maintains the position of th e
gatekeeper as the unique beneficiary of the social value of the insights generated through economies of scale
and scope in data aggregation across businesses and end users. Article 6(a) prevents them from using this to
improve their position in markets where they compete with their business users (vertical integ ration ). Still,
there may be ways to share and redistribute that social value as well among business users. Doing th is with
fine-grained business data would put the platform’s entire business user activity dataset in the public domain,
stripped only of individual end user data 47. This would not only re vea l c ommerc ia lly se nsitive b usine ss
information. It would also put the platform’s matching data in the public domain and enable competito r s to
emulate the platform’s matching algorithms. Short of such an extremely disruptive approa ch, s ha rin g th at
social value would require some degree of data aggregation and masking of busines s u se r iden tities and
possibly product and services characteristics. That, in turn, may reduce the market value of the data. There is
a trade-off between these two poles.
Data portability runs into a number of technical, legal and economic obstacles 48 in the case of natural persons
under Article 20 GDPR. The same obstacles apply to portability rights for business users: rapid d epre ciation ,
loss of context once data assets are ported from the original platform, and the need to obtain con sent fro m
natural persons to port personal data. As a result of these issues, we explore an alternative to data portability
which would be to grant individuals in-situ rights to access end user data 49. Ra ther th a n tra ns ferrin g th e
individual data from the gatekeeper to another business user, the latter could run third party a lgorith ms o n
the data resident on the gatekeeper’s server, without direct access to individual data.
In-situ access rights address several of the data portability problems listed above50. Firs t, da ta re tains its
multiparty context so interpretation is not lost. Second, data is recent, spanning both stock and flow, so that it
does not obsolesce. Third, data is not separated from infrastructure so it remains actionable. It ca n b e u sed ,
on the consumer’s behalf, to execute a transaction or receive a reward wh ere it is loc ated in c ontra st to
ported data where it could not. Importantly, business users may invite third parties to create benefits on their
behalf using the same infrastructure as the original platform. This enables competition on top of the
platform’s infrastructure, which has the desired effect of forcing the platform to s hare more of th e data
benefits with users themselves. We note, however, that in-situ access alone does not eliminate the
interoperability problem but shifts the technical challenge from data to algorithm interoperability. In ord er to
have an effective information sharing mechanism that reduces the knowledge advantage of the gatekeepers
and their subsidiaries, the in-situ access should be complemented with a proper regulatory fra mework. Th is
framework should define some minimum compatibility standards and further rules and technical
specifications that enable continuous and real-time data access and information s harin g in a tra n spa rent
manner51.
We note that there seems to be no interoperability requirement in the DMA for th e a pp lic ation s th at are
generally brought forward as the most significant case of walled gardens, i.e., instant messaging a nd s oc ial
media (except for collateral features such as logins and payments; see Article 6(f)). The architectural model of
interoperable, competing pieces of hardware and software based on common open standards is what allowed
the Internet to flourish, and create fast and widespread economic and cultural progress. This model could still
be upheld by regulation by extending Article 6(f) to industry-standard features of the core platform s ervic es
of the gatekeeper.
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6.3

Data sharing with business users outside the platform

The DMA data sharing obligations discussed above relate to data sharing between the platform and busines s
users inside the platform. It is important to note however that the obligations in Article 6 (h an d i) ma y bo il
down to data sharing across platforms when businesses multi-home across platforms. It would for in sta nce
enable business users to take their consumer review scores fro m on e g atekeeper p latform to a no ther.
Importantly, this introduces moral hazard in which merchants can selectively repost their best scores, omitting
their worst, on other platforms. This is one more problem addressed by in-situ access.
Two obligations in the DMA explicitly refer to data sharing outside the platform.
According to Article 5(a), gatekeepers should refrain from combining personal data across platforms un less
there is an opt-out option for end users. The EU GDPR already prohibits the re-use of data collected for o ther
purposes than those for which they were originally collected. This provision re du ces welfa re g ains fro m
economies of scope in the re-use and aggregation of personal data. However, platforms can circumvent th is
by including re-use clauses in the Terms of Service and the consent notice that end users accept 52.
Platforms’ access to personal data has ambiguous welfare effects for end users. On the one hand, platforms
that have more access to personal data can provide more efficient services to users53. It increases the variety
of products that consumers can find and the matching efficiency in e -commerc e p latforms . On the o th er
hand, users may pay a higher indirect cost for these improved services as business users are charged a higher
market entry price by more efficient platforms. This, in turn, affects the price that users pa y fo r s ervic es 54.
Importantly, asymmetric access to personal data is also an impediment to long-run co mpetition b etween
platforms, with negative effects on consumers compared to a counterfactu al wh ere m ore s ymmetrically
placed platforms compete (and the benefits from competition go to the consumers).
Article 6(j) creates the obligation for search engine gatekeeper platforms to give th ird -p arty p roviders of
search engine services access to query, click and view data from free (organic) and paid (ads) search re su lts,
subject to provisions of data protection law. The obligation mentions that data access can be subject to fair,
reasonable and non-discriminatory terms of payment. In practice, this obligation would make Google Sea rch
data accessible to competing search engines that are currently strugg lin g to ga in tra ction in th e s earc h
market. Economies of scale and scope in data aggregation play an important role in the efficiency o f s ea rch
engines55. If data sharing were to erode Google Search’s market share and redistribute us ers a c ross many
smaller search engines, fragmentation could also erode the magnitude of n etwo rk e ffects . However, we
suspect that a dominant search engine such as Google is well p as t th e po int o f d iminishin g re turns to
additional data aggregation and user base growth, so any such erosion from competitive entry is likely to b e
minor. Smaller search engines 56 would not have the obligation to share their data with competitors.
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7

Mergers and merger policy

Article 12 in the DMA imposes on gatekeeper platforms the obligatio n to notify the Commiss ion o f an y
intended “concentration” (in the sense of EC Regulation 139/2004) that involves a no ther p rovider o f co re
platform services or any other digital service provider. Compared to other parts of the DMA, the provisions in
Article 12 would not be a game changer.
In this chapter we offer some considerations regarding the economics of mergers a nd a cq uis ition s in the
digital space. In the first section, we examine the effects of mergers and acquisitio ns in th e d ig ital world ,
whereas in the second section we focus on merger policy in these industries.

7.1

The effects of mergers and acquisitions in the digital world

Mergers and acquisitions play different roles in different industries. Dis tingu is hing th ese ro les an d th eir
associated effects in an essential first step towards an appropriate policy that balances merger e fficienc ies
against threats to competition.

7.1.1

Pre-emption

In some cases, acquisitions have the goal — and the effect — of pre-empting potential c omp etitio n. In th e
pharmaceutical industry, these “killer acquisitions” have been extensively documented and their pre -em ptive
nature proven in a compelling way57. In the digital space, a number of acquisitions arguably had th at e ffect.
Some of the examples most frequently cited include Instagram, WhatsApp and Waze 58. In m ost c as es it is
unlikely that this pre-emptive effect is present. For example, a description o f 300 tra ns action s b y th ree
GAFAMs (Google, Amazon and Facebook), using data from Crunchbase, suggests that many mergers are non horizontal, i.e., they target complementary activities59. One reason why pre-emption is possibly less co mmon
in the digital sector than in other sectors — such as pharma — is that identifying p otentia l co mpetitors is
difficult60. Still, no merger has ever been blocked, including those few that involved, as targets , e stab lishe d
companies that had already achieved tens if not hundreds of millions of subscribers.
In a strict sense, killer acquisitions refer to the case when firms acquire innovative targets solely to
discontinue the target’s innovation projects and pre-empt future competition. However, pre-emption may take
place in other forms. In the digital space, one possible form of pre-emption is given by the s o-ca lled “killer
zone” effect. Specifically, empirical research suggests that acquisitions by tech giants tend to d ecre ase the
entry of new firms and venture capital investments in product markets where the acquisitions too k p lac e 61.
We are divided as to the interpretation of these empirical findings. One possibility is that not on ly are thes e
acquisitions pre-emptive in nature but they also produce a “chilling” effect on entrants, who fear being “killed”
by the tech giants by acquisition. A different perspective is that acquisition of firm A decreases the probability
that firm B, working in the same segment, will be acquired (i.e., the tech giant looks for one asset in a g iven
segment and the marginal value of acquiring a second asset is very small). The first view is co nsis tent with
the idea that acquisitions reduce innovation incentives. It is also consistent with a p ositive inn ovation for
buyout effect. The second perspective is consistent with the idea that new ve nture s follow a s trat eg y of
57

Se e Cunningham, C., Ede rer, F. and Ma, S., Kille r Acquisitions, Journal of Political Economy, 2020. This work also documents how these
acquisitions disproportionally occur just below the threshold for antitrust scrutiny, so that they are not vette d by antitrust authoritie s.
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innovation for buyout. Absent a natural or controlled experiment it is difficult to tease out the two
interpretations empirically62. In addition to the empirical evidence of “killer zone” effects, a number of authors
have presented coherent models of a pre-emptive motive by high-tech firms tha t lea d to les s in novatio n
overall63.

7.1.2

Synergies

Since 2000, the GAFAM tech giants have acquired about 1000 firms 64. Google has been particularly
aggressive, having bought on average one company every 3 weeks for the past 10 years. The argu ment c an
be made that a substantial fraction of the value created by tech giants has re su lted fro m ma ny of th ese
acquisitions. Examples include the iPhone’s touch screen. Others are more controversial. For instance, Google’s
acquisition of DoubleClick directly led to its dominant online advertising operatio n 65. Fa ceb ook’s d ramatic
growth has been driven by its acquired WhatsApp and Instagram divisions. Amazon’s acquisitions o f Za ppo s
and Whole Foods have extended its reach into new retail areas.
It is remarkable that of these hundreds of acquisitions only a few got and continue to get significant a irtime
(Waze, WhatsApp, Instagram, DoubleClick). The vast majority of mergers likely fall u nd er th e c ateg ory of
complementarities between incumbent and entrants. But again, as the pro blem h as no t be en s tud ie d b y
independent academics (for lack of data) nor dealt with by enforcers (for lack of c as es), the d isc us sion is
typically quite abstract as it looks at what happened after the fact, while merger analysis should in vo lve an
ex-ante approach and imagining counterfactuals.

7.1.3

Innovation

Scholars and policymakers unanimously agree that innovation plays a central role in the high-tech space, and
that an optimal policy should take into account not only its immediate effect on consumer welfare but also its
effect on innovation rates. Economic analysis of digital industries identifies two possible effects of high -tec h
market power on innovation, a positive effect and a negative effect.
The primary negative effect of tech giants on innovation results from what we mig ht c all th e “s ha dow of
Google” effect, namely the idea that a new entrant’s innovation runs a serious risk of b eing c ap tured by a
large incumbent in the form of imitation66. Intellectual property (IP) is notably difficult to protect in the digital
space. Neither copyright nor patents are particularly helpful when a large incumbent creates their own version
of the entrant’s product, a version that has the same “look and feel” even if it does not violate any form al IP
right. This negative effect is well-documented, for example, in the con text o f m ob ile a p ps: the thre at o f
Google's entry tends to reduce innovation rates, both in terms of new apps and in terms of updates to existing
apps 67.
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Re search is now e merging trying to make use of p ublicly available data. A large part of the p roble m is that almost n o me rge r h as
be e n vetted by authoritie s — who would have the power to re quire data — and the companies th e mse lv e s h av e ma de no d ata
available to the academic community to study these p henomena independently.
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The primary positive effect of tech giants on innovation results from inducing new ven tures to fo llo w th e
business model of “innovation for buyout”. This is particularly important when the new venture’s p rod uct is
complementary to the incumbent’s and has greater value when combined with the incumbent’s assets.
An additional effect of gatekeeper dominance on innovation is th e s ubs titution o f ex terna l fo r intern al
innovation efforts. Earlier we discussed killer acquisitions. However, what seems empirically more prevalent in
the digital space is that, frequently, an acquisition effectively extinguishes the buyer’s stand alon e res earc h
effort. As platforms continue to expand into adjacent fields, their acquisitions are often evaluated internally in
terms of ‘buy vs build’ (as evidenced, for example, by internal email exchanges). With sprawling capa bilitie s,
competences, and limitless internal funding, buyers are often alread y on the wa y to b u ild in g a s pecific
functionality themselves. As the opportunity to buy comes along and actually takes place, the target’s as sets
are incorporated into the incumbent's ‘ecosystem’ and the incumbent’s own project may be quietly shelved. As
in killer acquisitions, one of the two innovative efforts is extinguished, though in this case it’s the buyer’s, n ot
the target’s68.
From a social point of view, the goal is to increase innovation output, not innovation inpu ts. Red uc in g th e
extent of duplication of innovative efforts may be welfare increasing69. Against this view, one must add th at,
first, where markets have tipped or are close to tipping, inn ovation effo rts b y po tential c ha lleng ers is
weakened and, by allowing a further merger, we may already be foregoing competition that is ‘not even born’
by challengers we will never know. Merger policy thus needs to lean towards preserving more, rather than less
innovation effort. Second, the welfare effect of foregoing one of two innovation efforts may be sizeable if the
two were to turn into real competitors. The ‘prize’ is larger (and potentially huge) in cases where the targ et
would have been a real substitute, allowing us to get away from monopoly/super dominance in the ‘primary’
market. But even short of that more extreme version, the welfare benefits of competition a re likely to be
sizeable.

7.2

Merger policy in the digital space

The multiplicity and complexity of the effects involved in the mergers an d a cq uisitions pro ces s m akes it
difficult to formulate clear general principles. In fact, this is one area where there is d isa gree ment a mon g
Panel members. Some believe that a considerably stricter merger policy should b e in p lace fo r d ominant
firms, based on the pre-emptive effect of acquisitions and almost non-existent enforcem ent (“we ca n o nly
move in the direction of greater enforcement”). In particular, at least one Panel member s u bsc ribes to th e
recommendation of the Stigler report and other analysts that the burden of proof in merger review should be
reversed: let the acquirer prove that the effect of the proposed acquisition is pro-competitive. Ultimate ly, if
synergies are at the core of the acquisition (and improve consumer welfare ), this informa tio n s ho uld b e
known to the acquirer that could prove to the authorities that the merger is essential to reach those synergies.
This proposal would have the added merit of asking the dominant companies (who have large re so urces ) to
conduct this analysis in lieu of enforcers that are less equipped.
By contrast, at least one Panel member believes that the positive innovation ince ntive s from te ch nolog y
transfer — which is primarily effected by means of acquisition — are sufficiently imp ortan t to warra nt a
relatively “soft” merger policy. This view is cemented by the belief that there are other instruments to rein in
the tech giants’ market power, namely regulation.
We agree that the traditional distinction between horizontal and vertical mergers does not make much s ens e
with multi-sided digital platforms. Initial complements may themselves tra ns fo rm la ter into s ubs titutes .
Acquisitions are often in the form of annexations. The owner of the platform, or one of its elements, annexes
the tools, services, or agents of one of the user sides of the platform. This creates conflicts of interest ra ther
than resolving them (e.g., preventing multi-homing, or self-preferencing). For instance, when Google acq uired
DoubleClick (a ‘vertical’ merger in current parlance) the ad intermed ia tion m arket was c hara cteris ed b y
healthy competition, multi-homing and interoperability. Following the merger, the situation changed
dramatically with Google effectively able to monopolise almost the entire ad tech stack.
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One of the points of agreement when it comes to merger policy in th e d igital s pa ce is th at th e c urren t
instrument is badly incomplete. Traditional merger policy is based on the idea of a well-defined industry, with
a well-defined set of players and market shares. This system does not work properly in the digita l s egmen t.
Large platforms meet the worldwide turnover threshold but the acquired firms are often small start-ups with
little turnover and, in some cases, barely any revenues at all. To be clear, of the many h und reds of GAFAM
acquisitions only a handful were reviewed while approximately 97% of these tech company acquisitions have
not even been vetted, globally. To date, not a single one has been blocked anywhere.
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8

Enforcement and the information gap between platforms and
regulators

A number of reports identified the slowness of ex-post competition p olicy to ols when a pp lie d to digital
markets as a major reason to introduce ex-ante regulatory instruments, such as the DMA pro pos al. W hile
competition policy procedures may be relatively slow in general, this is particularly striking in fa st -moving
digital markets. Harm may be irreversibly done before a competition authority comes to a ju dge ment. On e
important reason for this slowness is the widening information gap between authorities and firm s in dig ital
platform markets. Never before did firms collect and process such comprehensive and detailed d a tase ts o n
production, sales and clients interactions. Never before were regulators in such a strong comparative
information disadvantage with regard to the firms they are supposed to supervise. Platforms may h ave all
the necessary data to address a case but will be reluctant to release and share it with regulators. M oreo ver,
regulators are not always in a position to handle and analyse very large and complex datasets. Understanding
platform behaviour often involves experimenting with the algorithms that drive their behaviour.
This is illustrated by a number of recent digital market cases. The Google Shopping 70 investigation took seven
years and it still remains unclear whether the remedies actually solve the identified problem. Th e E u ropean
Commission’s recent stance on alleged self-preferencing in the Amazon store indicates regulator’s pru den ce
in the absence of "smoking gun" information.
Information asymmetries between authorities and firms typically c onc ern a ll th ree s teps of a cla ss ic al
competition case analysis: market definition, firm conduct, and remedies. Regarding market defin ition firm s
are often more knowledgeable about customers’ substitution patterns. Firm s a ls o ten d to h ave a be tter
understanding regarding the effects and, clearly, purpos e of th eir a ctions . An d firms o ften a lso e njo y
information advantages regarding the effectiveness of potential remedies. The d is cu ss io ns in th e Goog le
Shopping case around proper market definition, the effects and intentions of Google’s c on duc t, a s we ll as
around the effectiveness of the chosen remedies may illustrate how severe these information deficits are fo r
competition authorities.
The DMA policy proposal addresses the information gaps in several ways. The traditional three -step
competition procedure is replaced by one single step: identification of gatekeepers and th eir co re p latfo rm
services. The quantitative criteria regarding turnover, market value and active users set out in Article 3 (2) are
reasonably easy to verify and not subject to major information problems. In addition, platforms m us t n otify
the Commission once they fulfil the criteria. This reduces the Commission’s in form ation co sts. Th e more
qualitative criteria set out in Article 3 (6) are not that easy. But the investigative tools in Articles 15, 19 and
21 should help to reduce information asymmetries, including th ro ugh on -s ite ins pectio ns b y a ppointe d
experts.
Once a platform has been designated as a gatekeeper, all of the obligations of Articles 5 and 6 apply. There is
no need anymore (i) to study substitution patterns to delineate markets, (ii) to analyse the effects of a firm’s
particular conduct and (iii) to design and test appropriate re medies – ta sks th a t s low d own tra d itio nal
competition cases. According to Article 7, the Commission can directly specify the compliance mea sure s for
Article 6 obligations without having to test remedies proposed by the gatekeeper, as h as b een th e ca se in
past competition cases. This significantly reduces the information requirements for the European Commission.
Moreover, the obligations in Article 5 are reasonably easy to monitor on the basis of evide nce p rovided by
business users of platforms. They are not expected to encounter significant informational prob lems. He nce,
information asymmetries are, by and large, negligible with respect to Article 5.
The same is not true for Article 6 obligations. For example, the prohibition of self-preferencing and
preferential display of own services, cannot be easily observed or p roven an d m ay re quire s u bsta ntial
amounts of data for enforcement. Commission-appointed experts who can undertake o n-site in spec tio ns,
including access to data and algorithms (Article 21), combined with investigative powers in Articles 16 and 19,
should facilitate this.
The proposed DMA contains no formal concept of reversal of burden of proof, as the oblig ation s s et o ut in
Articles 5 and 6 apply quasi-automatically. Articles 8 and 9 leave limited ro om for e xe mptions . W hile we
propose to introduce an efficiency defence in section 2.2 of this report for obligations on the grey list, we also
propose that the burden of proof rests with the gatekeeper. In addition, we propose tha t inte rim mea sure s
according to Article 22, in case of risks of irreversible damage, may be adopted until the Commission accepts
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a platform’s efficiency defence, so as to prevent platforms from strategically proposing efficiency d efen ces
with the purpose of postponing compliance with Articles 5 and 6 obligations. Interim measures are a cla ssic
tool that has rarely been used at the European level but becomes m ore re levan t in fas t -m ovin g d igital
markets.
The ability to access databases and algorithms and appoint independent experts and auditors (Article 21 (3))
adds an important new tool that is very relevant for digital platforms and ca n c ontrib ute to red ucin g th e
information asymmetry between gatekeepers and regulators, including for the p urp ose o f mon ito ring th e
effective implementation and compliance with the obligations (Article 24). We propose that this should include
embedding independent auditors within the platform in order to have continuous and direct access to the data
and algorithms71 and, most importantly, run behavioural experiments to evaluate the algorithm a n d u se o f
the data. The auditor may be appointed by a regulatory authority. Alternatively, a n exte rnal in dep ende nt
control authority could be set up. Implementation and governance modalities for such a new to ol m atter in
order to avoid any regulatory capture of the auditors and experts. As a u ditors need to strike a ba lan ce
between obtaining institutional knowledge and experience on the one hand and avoiding regula tory c ap ture
on the other hand, setting up rotating auditor teams with members from different firms a nd b ac kg roun ds
may prove beneficial. Rotating teams of auditors may be more difficult to capture than single p erso ns. Th is
also holds for any external independent control authority where team s s ho uld ro ta te an d b e re gula rly
restructured to achieve a proper balance between experience and “freshness”. Au ditors or s ta ff from any
external independent control authority should also be subject to proper “cooling off” periods. W hil e n one of
these approaches is fool proof, we conjecture that it is preferable to other information gath ering e xerc ises
that are more time consuming and inherently slower.
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9

Fair platform behaviour

In the DMA, there are two obligations for gatekeeper platforms tha t exp lic itly re fe r to fa irness , o r Fair,
Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) treatment, one for search engines and another for app stores:
Article 6(j): provide to any third-party providers of online search engines, upon their request, with ac ces s o n
fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to ranking, query, click and view data in re lation to free an d
paid search generated by end users on online search engines of the gatekeeper, subject to anonymisation for
the query, click and view data that constitutes personal data;
Article 6(k): apply fair and non-discriminatory general conditions of access for business users to its s oftware
application store designated pursuant to Article 3 of this Regulation.
There are no details on what FRAND means, except for a somewhat vague reference in Recital 57 of the DMA:
"Pricing or other general access conditions should be considered unfair if they lead to an imbalance of righ ts
and obligations imposed on business users or confer an advantage on the gateke eper which is
disproportionate to the service provided by the gatekeeper to business users or lead to a d is ad vanta ge for
business users in providing the same or similar services as the gatekeeper".
We support FRAND access to markets and market level data, including FRAND provisions for access to search
engine data and app stores. Such market level data has the po tential to in crea se m arket effic ien cy b y
improving decisions of market participants. However, the DMA does not ela bora te o n wha t FRAND te rms
might be nor how they might be implemented.
To operationalise FRAND terms, gatekeepers might legally and technically separate vertical services on top o f
the platform from the infrastructure that constitutes the platform. On search, social networks, and m arkets ,
separation might create a dividing line between ad services, applications, and merchandise from th e s earc h,
networks, and markets themselves. If a platform publishes terms of access to the infrastructure then its o wn
entry into any of these vertical markets, on top of the platform, would occur on iden tic al te rms. Fa ilu re to
publish equal access terms could bar the platform from entry in a vertical market. Importa ntly, this sh ou ld
include markets, such as advertising, where the platform has already entered. Either th e g ate keep er mu st
publish equal terms of access for all others or exit that market. Publication of this standard also provides both
regulators and competitors a set of criteria with which to hold the gatekeeper accountable.
While (competition) lawyers might be more familiar with “fairness” terminology, measuring it is so mewhat
difficult to reconcile with economic jargon. Fairness can be equated with distribu tiona l or e qu ity is su es 72.
Implicitly, DMA policy proposals use “fairness” in at least two ways:
Unfair = harmful. This raises several questions: Harmful compared to what s tan dard ? Ha rmfu l to wh om?
Welfare economics distinguishes between Pareto optimality, when an action does not reduce the welfa re o f
any economic agent but may increase the welfare of some, and Kaldor-Hicks optimality when an action may
increase the net welfare of a group of agents though it may reduce welfare for some . Th e latte r criterio n
allows winners to (theoretically) compensate losers and still be better off. Is platform behaviour a cc eptab le
when it increases overall societal welfare but negatively affects the welfare of some users? Network
externalities generate welfare gains for society but access conditions to the network m ay pen alise so me
users.
Unfair = unequal. Again the questions come up: compared to what standard of equality? How do we
operationalise this? For example, is a 70/30 sharing rule for ad revenue between publishers and
intermediaries, or between app developers and app store owners, a fair deal? Should consumers, whose tim e
is consumed, participate in the equation for sharing advertising revenue?
This leads to issues of both (i) what form might harm take and (ii) by what criterion should it b e m eas ured .
We can identify at least three forms of harm from monopolistic behaviour: (a) welfare losses from red uced
market access, the so-called Harbinger welfare triangles that represent deadweight los ses for s oc ie ty, (b)
welfare re-allocation between producers and consumers in monopolistically priced markets that ge nerate an
unfair monopoly rent for producers and reduce consumer surplus, and (c) opportunity losses due to a s et o f
inferior transactions relative to those possible under less restricted offering s. Fo r e xam ple, m ono polistic
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pricing of access to app stores (the 30% entry price “tax”) reduces the supply of app-based services an d re allocates part of the revenue from developers and consumer surplus to the app store owner.
Comparative consumer welfare is the standard most commonly used in both Europe and the U.S. In traditional
bilateral exchange, between producers and consumers, this standard works well to promote fair outcomes and
create welfare: monopoly power, externalities, and information asymmetry each manifest as clear reduction s
in consumer welfare. These market failures can be corrected by competition, property rights, and transparency
that render the roles on each side of a transaction symmetric a mo ng p rod ucers a nd amo ng c on su mers
respectively and thus fair. The consumer welfare test, however, performs less well in the context of
gatekeepers in a dynamic sense. Platform interactions constitute a trilateral exchange in which the pla tform ,
as gatekeeper, simultaneously enjoys market access, network effect, an d in form ationa l a dvan tage s n ot
available to third party producers. Consumer welfare c an be h igh , e ven s ub sidised , a t th e e xpen se o f
producers. This standard might still be usefully applied conditional on inclusion of dynamic, not merely sta tic,
efficiency. If producers are unduly taxed by the platform, their incentive to enter and their capital for invention
are cut. A consumer welfare standard must consider innovatio n a nd no t jus t c ompetition . Abs ent g oo d
counter-factual models of dynamic innovation, promoting fairness in static models can usefully consider th e
welfare on both sides of a market, producers and consumers, as a more robust criterion.
Some experts suggested that the Shapley value creates a formula for the fair d is trib ution of valu e 73. Th e
Shapley theorem states that there exists only one value imputation of a super-additive co opera tive ga me
achieved by a grand coalition. The allocation of the surplus to parties is based exclusively on the va lue e ac h
party brings into the game. This solution has two key fairness-related elements. First, the Shapley value takes
the average across all marginal contributions to any possible sub -coalition that a player may join. All
orderings of forming the grand coalition have equal probability of occurrence. Seco nd, a ny differe nces in
shares across players are due to differences in their average marginal contributions. The utilitarian value of a
player to coalition is the only criterion that matters here. Helpfully, luck, unfair practices or abuse of
advantageous position do not alter the final outcome.
The Shapley value is extremely data intensive and cumbersome to calculate, costs increase exponentially with
the number of players. Transaction costs related to its calculation may be higher than b ene fits. Still, if we
cannot get it precisely right, we may get it “directionally” right. Other experts s ug ges ted th a t the Sh ap le y
value is only a measure of market power, not a way to distribute value fairly. Bringing greater transparency to
the average value of consumer data (for example the US Dashboard Act74) may put pressure on companies to
share more value with consumers. Similarly, competition introduced under in-situ access regimes (see Chapter
6.2) could also cause firms to share more value with consumers.
The discrepancy between high average and close-to-zero marginal value of consumer data may be overcome
by “data unions” or pooling of personal data75. The recent history o f p erso nal in fo rmation ma nag ement
spaces or data cooperatives is not very encouraging. Transaction costs outpace consumer benefits 76, u nles s
consumers attach extremely high subjective value to their private data. One way to reduce transaction co sts
might be to automate data consent decisions by machine readable terms of service.
Recent empirical work on Google Search and Facebook suggests the existence of high consumer surplus value
generated by these services 77. Only part of this surplus is captured by the platform s th rou gh a d vertis ing.
There is debate on the robustness of the methodology of these papers, though they rely on actual con sum er
behaviour, not stated preferences. As noted above, the absolute value of static c ons umer s u rplus is not a
good measure of market competition in platform markets. A recent empirical paper based on Faceboo k u se r
data shows however that more competition and splitting the market in two could harm cons umer s u rplus 78.
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Redistribution of surplus value through taxation has little impact on consumer welfare and d oes n ot a ffec t
competition. Neither Coasian regulation nor Pigouvian taxation approaches a ppea r to h a ve ma jor impact
compared to other interventions.
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